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Eastern Redbud, Cercis canadensis
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HAND DRAWINGS

Big Sur, California
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UPTOWN HOUSTON, 2012

Context
Houston Galleria Area 

Summary
Drawings for Uptown Houston - management district Board 
presentation meeting

Responsibility/Objective
Renderings depicting possible urban design solutions for board 
meeting discussions. Responsible for conceptualizing and visu-
ally representing urban design solutions.

Post Oak Boulevard, Bus rapid transit Post Oak Boulevard- pedestrian spaces

Post Oak Boulevard- Uptown
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COURTHOUSE SQUARE STREETSCAPE, 2012
Context
Show potential benefits from design enhancements for Court-
house square redevelopment masterplan for the City of Center, 
Texas. Show placemaking and streetscape design ideas for cre-
ating downtown as social center. The firm, White Oak Studio 
successfully retained business for contruction administration.

Summary
Improving and enhancing architecture, design and circulation 
for City officials. Showed potential for increasing value and in-
vestment potential of redeveloping CBD.

Responsibility/Objective
Phase 2 Renderings portrayed improved architectural facades, 
and benefits from improved storefront architecture. Phase 3 
presentation materials included numerous illustrations, post-
ers, powerpoints, CBD model and renderings.

Mid Block Crossing

Sketchup model Rendering with detail
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Presentation Poster

Storefront architectural improvements, for powerpoint
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Millenium Park, Chicago

SKETCHBOOK 2012

Smith Fish Camp, Aransas County
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Balboa Park, San Diego, California

SKETCHBOOK 2013
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Galveston Island, Texas

BUILT WORKS
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LAKE JACKSON SPRAYGROUND- 2012

CIVIC 

CENTER

LIBRARYSPRAYGOUND

Context
Existing 40’ water play feature in City of Lake Jackson park and Civic 
Center space

Summary
Sprayground lacked shade and connection with nearby major buildings 
and their uses.  The new design provides extension of a major civic cen-
ter axis and a focal point in multipurpose space - play area or outdoor 
reading room. Unfurling circular cypress tree planting plan further en-
gages sprayground with greater landscape, encouraging young visitors 
to explore the space. Existing rock turtle forms remain as found sculp-
tures. Construction began in Fall 2012.

Responsibility/Objective
Design, construction documents, site design, planting design, materi-
als selection, for White Oak Studio, Houston.

Media
Transparency/marker site plan done at client request

Bald Cypress Mexican Sycamore Eastern Redbud
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LAKE JACKSON SPRAYGROUND- CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
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MID CENTURY MODERN RESCUE -2005

before-tiny courtyard

before -brick wall obscures living room windows

after- garage becomes studio space with french doors, encloses pool  area

after- street view

BEFORE AFTER

Context
Dilapidated Residence from 1959

Summary
Complete remodel from roof to systems. By re-imagining 
the space we were able to integrate architecture and gar-
den while keeping the best elements- vaulted ceilings, 
open plan, floorplan with courtyard.

Responsibility
Worked with architect on construction documents, light-
ing plan, site planning, planting design, materials selec-
tion, construction oversight.
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Pergola added for shade

Before (left) and after remodel, (above) floors are 
acid stained concrete slab

Before (left) and after remodel, 
(right) original kitchen cabinets 
reused in laundry room and garage

INTERIORS
MID CENTURY MODERN RESCUE -2005
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16627 NASSAU WAY - 2011

Context
Small 2 bedroom canal house off Galveston Island

Summary
Shade and privacy created through well-crafted patio 
screens and decking, mitigating unattractive views, while 
improving boat dock access. A private outdoor shower ac-
quires a zen-like feeling by enclosing a large palm tree.  

Responsibility
Design, construction documents and administration, work-
ing with permitting authorities, planting design, materials 
selection.

Post Oak Boulevard- pedestrian spaces

Before

Skectup model for design purposes, from water side

UPPER DECK
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Modeling design from the street side

Oleander, Wax Myrtle and Vitex create a blooming and 
fragrant hedge around thre property. the railroad tie 
edging keeps boat trailers out of the beds and protects 
the plants.

Looking down from upper deck

Shower construction creates more privacy in entranceway, 
easy access to home and outdoor activities.

Outdoor shower- encloses living palm tree to heighten nature effect.Outdoor shower at intersection between stair landing, boat dock and 
garage and patio Concrete pavers connect patio to lower boat deck

GARDEN LEVEL

Before
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9 CAM COURT- RESIDENCE & GARDEN, 2004
Context
Garden for recreation and entertaining space for young 
family, Houston, Texas.

Summary
Garden design’s water feature a magnet for wildlife, visitors 
and children. A large scale bog garden works as gravel filter 
to clean water, and provides  habitat and planting space.

Responsibility
Site design, planting design, materials selection, mainte-
nance. Garden photographed for the Houston Chronicle.
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PROJECTSDESIGN
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MASTER’S THESIS PROJECT- OVERVIEW
This document represents the final study for 
a Master of Landscape Architecture degree 
completed in Fall 2012. The purpose of this 
study is to provide environmental design 

guidelines for outdoor learning spaces at a public  
elementary school in Houston, Texas.

Designers, school officials and parents can use the 
model project to help children increase sensory 
integration and coping skills through rich nature 
experiences in better schoolgrounds. The project 
employs case study and research to provide fac-
tual documented design features that enable chil-
dren to increase in physical, social, cognitive, and  
emotional development. For children impaired by 
sensory integration disorder, there are therapeutic 
outdoor spaces that may contribute to children’s 
sensory integration and stress reduction. 

Improves cognitive function
in views from home windows (Wells 2000)

Reduces Attention Deficit Disorder Symptoms
Trees and park settings reduce ADHD symptoms 
(Taylor 2001, Taylor 2006, Kuo 2004, Martensson, 2009)

Increases self-discipline in girls
in views from home windows (Wells 2000)

Increases self-discipline in boys
in play spaces (Wells 2000)

Develops positive behavioral outcomes
associated positively with “physical activity, attention functioning, cognitive 
development, self-esteem, academic performance, and motor development.“ 
(Cosco and Moore, 2009, p.168) (Moore and Wong 1997)

Improved test scores, graduation rates, fewer 
occurences of criminal behavior
views from school windows by high school students (Matsuoka, 2010)

Playgrounds and school grounds are uniquely positioned 
to be a help (or hindrance) in a child’s life due to the time 
they spend at school.

What is the effect of nature/views to nature, walks in nature, 
natural playground features for children, what are the outcomes 
for children with green outdoor settings at school?

Moderates stressful life events and psychological distress
in views from home windows (Wells 2003)

Associated with physical activity
in proportion to green space in community (DeVries, 2007)

Improved motor fitness, more diverse play 
associated with level of vegetation, trees and shrubs (DeVries, 2007)

Moderates and buffers children’s activity in outdoor play
Green natural playscapes positively affect the diversity, duration, and impact of out-
door play through affordances available in the space (Cosco 2006). 

Invokes fascination, and emotional attachment
in views from home windows (Waters 2010)

Nature settings improve 
cognitive function

Physical & Health benefits from 
green natural spaces
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SIGNIFICANT TREE SPECIES

 - Bald Cypress, Taxodium muchronatum

 - Live Oak, Quercus virginiana

 - Cedar Elm, Ulmus crassifolia

 - Post Oak, Quercus stellata

 - Eastern Redbud, Cercis canadensis
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School site areas zoned according to users

BOSQUE PROMENADE  Original formal entrance for student 
pedestrians, cyclists and family  members, the design is reflected in a sec-
ond, smaller promenade in the north west quadrant of the school site.

SENSORY PLAYSCAPE    Located adjacent to special needs 
student’s classrooms, this area is focused on their sensory needs and en-
gaging play spaces. Younger grades (PreKindergarten, Kindergarten, and 
First graders) may have use of this playgound, but older grades will not. 
Older students have facilities in the north playground.

SOUTH PLAYGROUND    Adjacent to the younger student’s 
classrooms, this playground is also designed for the PreKindergarten, Kin-
dergarten, and First graders, and has many sensory motor activities for 
children. It takes advantage of the existing topography, and is the former 
site of the PreK-K Playground.

SOLAR SYSTEM ART WALK    Adjacent to the younger stu-
dent’s classrooms, this playground includes formal play equipment scaled 
for the PreKindergarten, Kindergarten, and First graders. Older students 
will use the outdoor Sun classroom deck, and will experience the planet  
sculpture art as they go to classes.

EVENT LAWN for lunch, and large all-school events and HILLENDAHL 
FARM, the school garden reflects the original name and former use of the site. 

NORTH PLAYGROUND     The main playground and recre-
ation space for the Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth graders. It includes the 
Spark Park, park Entrance, larger scale play equipment, and climbing hills 
all geared for older children, although younger grades may come here as 
needed. More design elements can be found in following pages.
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Valley Oaks Elementary School
8950 Westview Road
Houston, Texas 77055

11.07 acres

0         20’          40’                      80’                       120’                     160’         north

1/2”=40’

DESIGN APPLICATION SUMMARY BY USER GROUPS



CONCEPTUAL DESIGN  USER GROUP SURVEY FOR POTENTIAL USE

SUMMARY
• Diversity and choice of fitness, play, relaxation, and 
            outdoor learning activities
• Children’s garden, eating outdoors, & observing wildlife 

When asked about possible design element preferences in the school 
ground spaces, the Teaching staff had strong positive responses to nature-
based activity for students. Growing fruit, flowers, vegetables and herbs; 
doing science experiments were popular, also social/passive activities like 
“eating lunch outdoors “ is favorable. “Observing birds and wildlife” on 
site and “having an outdoor classroom” was desired by 10 out of 16 teach-
ers. “A place to be calm or meditate” was favorable with more than half 
the respondents.

SURVEY COMMENTS
Teachers responses regarding outdoor uses were highly focused on the edu-
cation mission. When asked, Teachers would like-
“More and different type of areas for the students to have first hand 
experiences related to the content”
“a sand box and trees and benches for the students”
“the beautiful trees and flowers...are lovely! Updated playground”
“add more equipment and choices...better “eye” appeal.”
“Need to level certain areas and place low hedges close to glass windows.”
“adding more plants/flowers/fruit or vegetable producing or herb 
plants for science lessons”
“we love the amount of current outdoor learning space”
“Diversify fitness, play, relaxation and learning options”
“outdoor classroom is not convenient for all grade levels to use”

Importantly, some comments reflected the desire for long-term viability of 
outdoor projects, and collaboration and coordination- “Need better com-
munication, or collaboration, about how to maintain the school grounds. 
Several projects are started and look great initially. However, over time, 
projects get neglected, and there is no follow through.”
This is important to the success of outdoor school spaces.
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Spring Branch: Landscape in Transition

BAYOU/BOTTOMLANDSCOASTAL PRAIRIE MEADOW PINE SAVANNAH

PINE TREE
Pinus taeda

POST OAK
Quercus stellata

WATER OAK
Quercus nigra

LIVE OAK
Quercus virginiana

SITE INVENTORY  HABITAT & ECOREGION
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DESIGN FOR SAFETY  SOUTH PLAYGROUND AND SCHOOL SIGN ELEVATION

6’ masonry 
brick wall

1.5”=5’

Brick wall detail  Sheet metal signage                        Switchgrass   

5’

0’

10’

Site keymap

north
n.t.s.
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Context
Graduate Thesis Project - master plan and re-
search project of a public elementary school in 
Houston, Texas

Summary
Evidence based design solutions targeted child-
hood obesity and developmental defecits (au-
tism and Attention defecit disorder) in a typical 
public elementary school. Results emphasized 
neighborhood connectivity, active learning, 
sensory playscapes, public art, social spaces, 
placemaking, and vegetable gardens.

Responsibility
Public engagement through teacher surveys, 
interviews with stakeholders, design, research, 
planting design, materials selection.



DESIGN FOR CHILDREN’S SENSORY REQUIREMENTS    

 CHECKLIST-Incorporating Design features  that help satisfy sensory needs, create interest, provide choices and control

NATURAL SETTINGS - help children relax, reduces anxiety, improves sociability, 
play outdoors can be open ended, fun. A green school yard has more affordances, 
and more chances to socialize and work together. A wide range of sensory affor-
dances provides for active opportunities for children who can’t expend that much 
energy to those who must dissipate excess energy. 

 ORIENTATION AREA Transition area, information Kiosk, verbal/nonverbal information 

 WATER/POND FEATURES Helps to calm, engage

 LINEAR SANDBOX Kids work side by side, not crowded, not backing into each other

 TEXTURES Choice of smooth, or pebbly or sandy

 HILLS  Rolling down, Climbing, hiking, SLIDES built into hill help 

    protect from falls

 

 CLIMBING FEATURES Keeping Routine circular, good for Proprioception

 FENCE For safety

 SWINGS Inclusive 3 sided swings with regular

               swings,   reversible/rotating tire swings

 CONTROL ELEMENTS that can be turned on/off 

 TREES with long branches (e.g. willows) that can be “rooms”, places of pretend

SPACES

 PLACES OF QUIET REFUGE Helps children lower the sensory load

 VARIETY OF Small spaces for one on one chats, alone-time, small groups 

 FRAGRANT PLANTS Like Mint, In containers

 DIFFERENCES Surfaces, Textures, Colors,  Shapes

 LOOSE  PARTS For manipulation, building, wood rakes, metal trowels,

     plastic shovels (rounded)

 HEAVY, REAL WORK  Push, pull, carry, lift, dig with child sized tools and wheelbarrows

 BRACHIATING Moving by using arms to swing from hand holds to hand holds

 BOULDERS For jumping, climbing, sitting, can be rubber boulders

  vegetables, flowers, container gardens, places to dig, “wild places”, 

 GARDENING  not cultivated

         

SUMMARY OF SENSORY PROBLEMS
Help reduce sensory problems by providing a  “way out, around”
• alternate paths around barriers   • clear definable paths and spaces
• quieter retreat areas to get away from the action
• linear activity areas reduce uncomfortable crowding    • shade
• Make places engaging to overcome distress    •  reduce glare

Photo credit  (1) Greenhour files blog, (2) www.swingplans.org, (3) trelissick garden cornwall, (4) Biebenstock Playgrounds   (5) Des Moines Register   (6) Chionsrum.com

1

2

3

4

5

6
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ACTIVE SCHOOL COMMUTE IMPROVING NEIGHBORHOOD PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

SCHOOL 
PROPERTY

RESIDENTIAL  
PROPERTY

SAFETY MEASURES

HILLENDAHL  ROAD - 70’ ROW

5’

10’

12’  Lane                                                                     12’   Lane4’ median
pedestrian refuge

6’ sidewalkTrees planted in ROW 7’ sidewalk & bikepath  5’ planting strip

CROSSING/ SPEED REDUCING MEASURES
To Provide safety and traffic calming    
• cross markings, median/refuge, curb extension, Stop signs at pedestrian crossings
• Trees planted in ROW - gives drivers the perception of a narrow street
• Repeat Crossings at 3 intervals in east side of school for student commuting

15’

1”=5’

North

north
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DESIGN APPLICATION  CHILDREN’S GARDEN

Site keymap

north
n.t.s.

e

Rainwater
storage tanks

Garden bed and 
pavement style

Sundial for four 
seasons
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classroom
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entry
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Perspective

Site Plan

0         10’         20’                       40’         north 

1”=40’

compost

ALL ABILITIES - 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR SPECIAL NEEDS
This garden is used most by older grades, accommodations for their special needs 
include-
•  highly engaging spaces that may dispell fear
•  choice of trails and textures       •  choice of shade and seating areas
• observation points where special needs students can observe, make decisions
•  use of water, which has therapeutic benefits

DESIGN GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
• Social spaces, shade and seating, lunch  •  sense of enclosure       • storage
 Obj. 1.3 provide outdoor spaces for before- and after-school programs
 Obj. 1.3 Include adequate storage
 Obj. 1.7 Emphasize local and regional environmental knowlege 
 Obj. 2.4 Offer an enabling garden
 Obj. 2.6 Plan for children’s functional play (shoveling/digging)
 Obj. 2.7 provide for outdoor learning opportunities
 Obj. 2.8 Encourage student ownership through shared responsibilities
 Obj. 3.1 Offer vegetable and fruit gardens for children and staff use
 

North of the cafeteria is the EVENT LAWN for big, all-
school  events, and places to eat lunch outdoors. To the 
east of the event lawn is the fruit and vegetable garden, 
named HILLENDAHL FARM, the original name and former 
use of the site. The farm has spaces for learning, work, stor-
age, vegetable fruit, and herb gardens. Shade and shelter 
provide protection from sun and sudden rain. Rainwater 
is collected from the covered gym and the classroom to 
supplement irrigation. Storage for tools and equipment is 
provided. Another OUTDOOR CLASSROOM, screened in 
and roofed, forms another base for curriculum study.

Photo Credit (left to right)  Dawson, needarainwatertank.com.au



Sun deck 
outdoor 
classroom

PLAYGROUND

MERCURY

VENUS

bus loop

PreK

PreK

Kinder-
garten

Kinder-
garten

Cafeteria

Library

Site Plan

0         10’         20’                       40’         north 

1”=40’

EARTH

              MARS   

ASTEROID  
 BELT

           JUPITER

     SATURN

   URANUS

NEPTUNE

THESIS PROJECT   ACTIVE, SAFE OUTDOOR LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

THESIS PROJECT 
Closer to free - Enhancing sensory integration and coping 
skills through active safe outdoor learning environments for 
children This is a small part of a 70 page applied research and 
design  document.

DESIGN GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Obj. 1. 1 - Age appropriate challenging play opportunities
Obj. 1.7  - Emphasize local and regional environmental knowlege 
Obj. 2.5  - supply environmental features that satisfy sensory needs
Obj. 2.7  - provide for outdoor learning opportunities

ALL ABILITIES - ACCOMMODATIONS FOR SPECIAL NEEDS
•  highly engaging spaces that may dispell fear
•  choice of trails and textures          •  choice of swing styles
• observation points

SOLAR SYSTEM ART WALK  
The Sun Deck outdoor classroom is 30’ in diameter (spelled out very 
large onto the deck perimeter).  Relative to scale (not distance), 
the planets make an art walk to the first playground. 1” to 3” in 
diameter, Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars are on concrete pedi-
ments. Saturn and Jupiter are largest, 30” in diameter, and form 
a gateway to the playground. Together the planets are teachable 
sculpture and guidance system at once.

 10’ fall zone  10’ fall zone

5’

10’

1”=5’

2”=5’

Social swings                                                                           Landscape Structures “Wevos”                 Planets relative to scale

           JUPITER                                                                                                         SATURN
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1st Floor Retail
2nd floor Office 

3rd and 4th floor Residential

1st Floor Retail
2nd floor Office 

3rd and 4th floor 

Retail Cafe

Transit StopTo office

To 
Hotel

Community
building

Open
 Market 

Lawn

1st floor
Retail Shops

2nd, 3rd floor
Office 

GREENWAYS - MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT

Context
Mixed Use Development concept plan for investor/client in 
Bryan, Texas, part of 80 acre master plan site

Summary
“Greenways” is a mixed-use project designed as a live/work 
community. To the left is the retail/office component with 
residential space above, adjacent to existing office to the 
south and possible hotel space at left.
    A sense of community is provided through a center greens-
pace and  multipurpose community building, splashpad and 
farmers market space to the east. Transit Stop included to 
provide better links with College Station educational com-
munity.

Responsibility
Design, site analysis, team master planning, collaboration

28
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BEETHOVEN CONCERT HALL -  A CIVIC  ICON
Context
Concerthall fronting the Rhine River in Bonn, Germany. 
Planning, programming, site plans, elevations, perspective, 
using stormwater as design element, with a prominent icon 
representing the city as the home of Beethoven.

Summary
Heavy stainless steel is punched with a rastor image of 
Beethoven. In the day, the holes make the image visible. At 
night, they are lit from within as a beacon and sculpture in 
shimmering stainless steel.

Beethoven Hall Site plan
ICON

punched stainless steel

Rough concept drawing

Beethoven portrait rastor image
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RESEARCH PROJECTS

“Jack’s Ride for Cancer”- fundraising bike ride
30
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GREENWALL RESEARCH  AND DESIGN APPLICATION

Context
Measuring impact of Low Impact development techniques 
at a campus wide level, Summer 2010

Summary
 What are the potential Impacts of green walls at Texas A&M 
Campus? How can we measure the effect of greenwalls 
in terms of Energy savings for buildings, and campus aes-
thetic improvement? Our team answered these 2 ques-

Honor Award
2011

Xuemei Luo 
James Montoya 

Alisa Dawson

tions. We created measurement surveys, analyzed 
core campus buildings, measured wall temperature, 
and applied green wall techniques to improve build-
ings aesthetic appearance and energy consumption.

Responsibility
Creation of survey tools, thermal heat sensor read-
ings,  design application,  graphic design,  writing, 
organizational skills.
  

Synthesis Map
Central Campus, Texas A&M University, College Station

E

W

N

+

+

energy analysis

aesthetic analysis

circulation analysis

campus view from west to east

campus view from south to north

THE PRIMARY GREEN WALL SITES ARE SELECTED THROUGH SYNTHESIS  OF ENERGY, AESTHETIC, CIRCULATION AND SHADE ANALYSIS. 
THEY ARE MAINLY LOCATED AT IMPORTNAT NODES WHERE HAVE HIGH VISIBILITY FROM THE STREETS. CLUSTERED GREEN WALL SITES 
CREATE INTERESTING SPACES, SUCH AS COURTYARD AND GATEWAY. 

NODE

Typical thermal readings taken from two campus buildings
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GREENWALL RESEARCH/DESIGN APPLICATION
Honor Award

2011
Xuemei Luo 

James Montoya 
Alisa Dawson

Context
Design application of green wall research towards prob-
blem solving at a major campus pedestrian corridor.

Summary
trian   Using the campus master plan guidelines to create 
positive socail spaces for academisc and visitors along 
Spence street, a partially closed pedestrian corridor. 
Green walls used as a placemaking element while im-
proving air quality and aethetic appearance of buildings

Current view from Ross Street

Greenwall PerspectiveGreen wall screen treatment

a

a

b

b
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0                660’        1320’

  

                          1”=.25 mile   

Retail/Redevelopment

Existing Crossing/intersection

New or improved street network

Dedicated grade seperated bike lanes

Street Diet
Healthcare

Needs Crossing/intersection

Park/Greenspace

Design Districts  -             College Hills                                       Wolf Pen Creek                                          Bee Creek Village?

Bus Stop
Bike Lane

10

10

10

10

10

10

10 10 10 10 10

Separated 
Bike Lane

Separated 
Bike Lane

Texas Avenue at Holleman

Street Design emphasizing Older Adult’s Mobility and Safety
FORM BASED CODE RESEARCH PROJECT

Context
Applying form-based code to College Station Street network 
and pedestrian/bike facilities. Street design emphasized older 
adults mobility and safety.

Summary
The street and pedestrian network of College station is not “se-
nior friendly” or walkable. We analyzed and redesigned a dif-
fuse street network through form based code that supports a 
walkable community design with buildings brought closer to 
the street, shorter crosswalk crossings with burb-outs, longer 
crossing times for pedestrians, and other features.

Responsibility
Co-writing, digital drawings, graphic design, researched 3 
square mile section of College Station.

with Aaron Eaquinto, MLA 
and Micah van Alstyne, MUP

Texas Avenue @ University Blvd.

Texas 
Avenue 

University Blvd.

Separated bike lane
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ANALYSIS &
PLANNING

Community of Seaside, Florida, designed by Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company 35



TIENREN EDUCATION COMMUNITY

Context
Mixed-use component of 183 acre Tienren Educational 
Community in Chuxiong, China.

Summary
Hotel, retail, parking garage and school entrance pla-
za designed to maximize value for the public private 
partnership which manages the school and property

Responsibility
Interesting feature of chinese building orientation is 
arranging buildings with the best southern exposure. 
By placing them on a diagonal with the street we cap-
ture valuable social spaces.

Streetscape design

View towards Hotel lotus pond and Academic Honor Court

Yoga Lawn Tai Chi Court

Proposed Detention Pond

Art Pavilion, 
sculpture garden

Game 
Plaza

Elevator-entrance to parking 
garage, mailboxes
Delivery
Parking entrance
Vegetable garden
Tot Lot
Playground
Nature Playground

Formal Chinese Garden

Legend

Lisu Plaza

Bai Plaza

Miao Plaza

Dai Plaza

Hui Plaza

Hani Plaza

Yi Plaza

Hotel

Tea Tree Grove

Lotus Pond

Honor Court

Gatehouse

Apartment-12 Floors 

D

d

g

g

g

T

p

p

n

e

e

e

D

p
p

p

p

n

p

T

Masterplan location map above, a team project

Site plan for mixed Use development with street side retail, center parking garage, hotel, School driving entrance and Academic Honor Court

a

b

a

b
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0              25            50                              100          

Housing Units- 25’x40’

Home

Parking
spots

Patio

Lot  line

Water Wier, 
    raingarden

WOONERF COMMUNITY - CASTROVILLE, TEXAS

Context
Master plan and new community design for historic 
community west of San Antonio, Texas
Summary
We planned for  population growth by creating more 
dense housing (woonerfs) near the town center. Redi-
recting US 90 traffic around the cultural city core using 
a  boulevard (40 mph) where new economic develop-
ment/ industrial can grow. 

Housing/building density 
94 units of 25’ x 40’ lots, plus 24 cottages
Total area (500’x 800’)= 400,000 sf
1 acre= 43,560/400,000=9.18 acres
13 units per acre, plus street front retail

Woonerf means “shared space”
Drivers go slower and are more careful in a 
woonerf.  Streets are narrow, and children may 
be playing outside.

REGIONAL SCALE

CBD- HISTORIC CORENEIGHBORHOOD 

WOONERF 

Architecture from historic core

Woonerf street sign

Woonerf street view

Wiers direct and slow surface water, creating an amenity on site.

a
a
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TRANSLATING A SAVANAH URBAN DESIGN MODEL
a. 18 Single Family Residential Units-2 story detached units & townhomes, 2000sf

b. 2000 sf convenience store, and 2000sf coffee shop, 2000sf Childcare Center

c. 5 Cottages - 850sf special residential units                       73 Parking Units

Savannah Style Development
Mixed USe Retail and Residential

  40  80  120  160  200  240  280

 400

360

320
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240
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160
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Scale  1” = 40’

            20’        40’                       80’

north   
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3600sf Park
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Transit stop
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Alley Alley
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Alley - one way
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Cottages

Model of Savanah style development
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Context
Creating a community like Savanah, Georgia in a  
280’x400’ property in College Station, Texas

Summary
Savanah is a great urban model, with the context 
of the park spaces, and mixed housing types. Good 
urban design of this nature may be impaired by 
modern city codes that favor suburban lower den-
sity development.



FREELANCE GRAPHIC DESIGN

Map for Central
Houston

Diveskin wetsuit catalog

Brochure and Pocketfolder for Houston Lighting and Power

Logo Design by Dawson, not landscaping design

Fundraising brochure for park conservancy
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Mickey Burleson, above has served on the Texas Parks Commission and 
chaired the Nature Conservancy of Texas. In her restored tallgrass prairie 
you can find the Compass plant, Silphium laciniatum, named for their 
foliage  which aligns to the North/South poles. The taproot may grow to 
more than 9-14 ft. deep, making it hardy and resistant to drought. 

Near Temple, Texas

IDEAS INFLUENCERS
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Ruth Bancroft, above  has created an amazing garden with a 
rich collection of cacti and succulents. Now her garden serves as 
a place of learning and to display art and sculpture.              
Walnut Creek, California

Professor John Fairey, right  designed Peckerwood as his 
home and garden in Hempstead, Texas, and teaches at the Col-
lege of Architecture, Texas A&M.

Peckerwood Garden Path, photo by MArion Brenner
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URBAN SKETCHING CONFERENCE SANTO DOMINGO 2012

First watercolors

Frank Ching, right, taught several sessions at the symposium

Group sketching
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WETLANDS RESEARCH
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Summary
Wetlands and stream ecological restoration  
through graduate study at Texas A&M. Wet-
lands ID class with Marissa Sipocz (far right), 
of TAMU also. 



Ecological volunteer work

at the Houston Arboretum

Planning and Zoning Commissioner, Spring Valley Village
lead author on new commercial landscape code

helped lead grassroots effort to save historic footbridge

Organized effort to  correct trees 
blown over in Hurricane Ike

New bridge construction

Community
involvement

Public Meetings/Public Engagement
Houston Framework
HGAC Meetings 
Houston City Planning meetings 
City of Houston Planning Department 
TXDoT Katy freeway construction meetings
METRO Meetings
“Rethink the Katy Corridor” 
Spring Branch Mothers for Clean Air
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